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1. Introduction  

As the advancement of technology has impacted all aspects of human lives and shaping the future, 
the discourse of technology-related matters from business and management viewpoint emerges as a 
pertinent current issue. While on the one hand technology eases a lot of human activities, on the other 
hand technology also bears many concerns and questions. Hence, the saying that technology is a 
double-edged sword apparently be plausible. This paper aims to focus on the ‘dark’ side of technology, 
in particular from business and management perspective. By no means to disparage another important 
issues on technology and business (i.e., monopoly practices in digital platform; digital literacy 
challenges), for the sake of argumentations depth the authors limit the paper’s scope on privacy issue.  

Privacy grows as one of the biggest concerns in digital era [1], [2]. Data is an incredibly important 
asset, where collecting and sharing data transform into big businesses in today's digital economy [3]. 
As companies collect more information about their customers, customers are beginning to recognize 
the potential drawbacks of data collection [4]. In order to safely and successfully use the data they 
collected, companies should ensure that the data is strictly private and that consumers are not exposed 
to unsolicited surveillance [5]. The Cambridge Analytica and Facebook scandals have raised questions 
about how consumers' personal data can be protected. As privacy escalates to be an integral part of 
human rights, governments are expected to ensure their citizens' privacy are safe [6]. The upsurge of 
concern for privacy promotes new laws and regulations like the European Union's General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR) that requires businesses and organizations to adhere to specific privacy 
and data protection rules. From company’s perspective, privacy has evolved into a critical component 
of a company's image. These highlights of the growing importance of privacy in business and 
management field triggers the authors to write this piece of note. 
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 This paper aims to highlight the developing awareness of concern for digital 
privacy from a business and management viewpoint. The authors compile data 
privacy literature in the management field and visualize the literature into four 
main clusters of concerns. The four central concerns in data privacy discourse in 
management are the internet; roles-trust-security; locations; and consumer 
privacy. This paper contributes to developing research and discourse in the data 
privacy and management domain. Besides delivering an overview of the digital 
privacy concerns in business and management fields, the paper also places 
suggestions for future researchers.  
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2. Method 

While there are various arguments on definitions of ‘privacy’, the relationship of ‘privacy’ with 
other associated terms, and the debate of the ‘privacy boundaries (see the discussion further on 
Reference [7], the discourses of privacy in business and management context are relatively 
convergent. Mainly the business and organizational cases of privacy focus on customers and 
employees (e.g., Reference [8]; Reference [9]) hence makes human resources management (HRM) 
and marketing as the two most related management branches to privacy issues. Data protection issues 
affect most human resources activities, including recruitment [10], monitoring [11] and the 
management of their data [12]. The main question on HR field regarding data protection is whether 
employers should be allowed to monitor online activities of their employees. Supposedly employees 
deem the employers violate their data privacy, the Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA) 
can enact to help protect employees' fundamental right to privacy in their electronic communications 
[13].  

On the marketing side, marketers are increasingly reliant on customer data for market segmenting 
and targeting purposes. Marketers are the custodians of their company's brand image, hence ignoring 
consumer’s privacy out of choice or necessity could bear negative impacts on the overall company's 
image. Marketing field also sees Online personalized advertising (OPA) among one of the most 
advanced tool to utilize personal data for marketing research. Consumers may view OPA as a 
beneficial tool, but at the same time may also concern about their personal information being profiled 
by the company. This is known as the paradox of personal advertising, which is relevant for the current 
and future marketing discourse and still lacks exploration to date [14].  

The authors compile data privacy in HRM and marketing articles through ‘title words’ and 
‘keywords’ search combinations on Publish or Perish (PoP) software and run the result’s visualization 
using VOSviewer as can be seen in Fig. 1. The visualization was obtained through title field analysis, 
complete counting method, and minimum 10 occurrences threshold. In total, 464 articles were 
obtained with a wide-ranging timespan of publication. For instance, a paper discussing the privacy 
dilemma of intimacy versus intrusion in marketers-customers’ relationship management [15]. From 
Human Resource Management perspective, there is a paper discussing the reciprocal rights and 
responsibilities between employees and institutions [16]. From the article list, the most cited article is 
about consumers’ privacy concerns and willingness to share their personal information, with more 
than a thousand citation to date [17]. 

 

Fig. 1. Concerns for Privacy Themes on Business-Management Fields 
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3. Results and Discussion 

3.1. Results 

The visualization was obtained through title field analysis, full counting method, and minimum 10 
occurrences threshold. The result shows 4 clusters of concerns which are: 

• Internet 

As the leading platform of digital era, internet as a cluster provides general overview of the privacy-
related matters happening around the business world. The contents vary from fairness matter on 
the internet, e-business model, Internet of Things (IoT) to internet users’ characteristics. 

• Roles-Trust-Security 

This is arguably the most wide-ranging cluster as it concerns the privacy-related interconnected 
components like the role of digital marketing in political campaigns, the role of user privacy 
concerns in platforms competition, the role of governmental organization to regulate data privacy 
and the role of information types that shape privacy issue. The trust variable deals with the 
conviction on platforms and institutions such as business websites, employee learning tools, 
hospitals, and cyber games. Finally, the cluster ends on security issues like identity security, 
organization security compliance, and potential business frauds. 

• Locations 

It concerns two main subjects: location-based marketing apps and service and the advertisement 
location of digital marketing. 

• Consumer Privacy 

This marketing subject develops as a particular concern following the number of articles placing 
consumer privacy as their primary emphasis [18]. Among the discourses on this cluster are related 
to the perception of privacy from two point of views (consumers and sellers/marketers), business 
privacy policy to protect the customers, consumer’s privacy awareness and different country’s 
regulations of consumer privacy. 

3.2. Recomendation 

Following this short overview of the growing privacy themes in business and management fields, 
the authors offer several further discussion topics for the researcher interested on data privacy and 
business management intersection. The topics are arranged on three (macro-meso-micro) levels to 
cover the broad research interests. 

• Macro Level – Countries/Social 

Future researchers may consider to examine different country’s approaches on managing privacy. 
There are some websites provide country comparison data privacy laws (i.e., 
www.dlapiperdataprotection.com) that might be helpful to construct the argumentations. It is also 
possible to evaluate the privacy management effectiveness of particular government policy or 
institution. 

• Meso Level – Organization 

Among the main questions will be how the organization can ensure its consumers and employees 
that the business and management practices is in compliance to data privacy protection. It is also 
possible to further discuss the ethical, responsibility, benefit and competition aspects of privacy 
policy and management within organization. 

• Micro Level – Individual 

Mainly concerns individual privacy awareness, consent, the fair exchange of personal information 
(further elaboration on this matter, see Reference [19]; Reference [20], and the consequences 
(mental, emotional, or even physical) for individuals upon the case of the privacy breach and 
misuse. 
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4. Conclusion 

Bearing in mind the loud echoes of digital era for current and future generations, the discourse of 
digital privacy in business-management field stands as an ever-growing subject. Individuals are more 
likely to do businesses with organizations that are sensible of data protection matters. The way 
companies respond to concerns about data privacy will be crucial. In the coming years, it will be a 
challenge for organizations to show that data privacy and personalization can go hand in hand. By 
emphasizing their commitment to protecting their stakeholders’ privacy, ensuring transparency in the 
use of data and offering more privacy options, businesses can build a good credential. The authors 
argue that the future central discourse will revolve in the quest for win-win solution, both for 
companies and their stakeholders. Where businesses can utilize personal data for their interest and at 
the same hand, their stakeholders (like consumers and employees) feel safe and respected. 
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